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Phylogenomics and
chromosome mapping show that
ectopic recombination of
subtelomeres is critical for
antigenic diversity and has a
complex evolutionary history in
Plasmodium parasites
Carolina Martı́nez-Eraso1, Heiber Cárdenas1

and Mario A. Cerón-Romero2*

1Department of Biology, Universidad del Valle, Cali, Colombia, 2Department of Biology,
Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH, United States
Antigenic diversity is critical for parasites to coevolve with their hosts.

Plasmodium falciparum generates antigenic diversity through ectopic

recombination of their antigenic gene-rich subtelomeres, a mechanism that

takes place after chromosomal ends anchor in clusters near the nuclear

periphery. A study mapping the phylogenomic history of genes across the

chromosomes of P. falciparum showed that this mechanism to generate

antigenic diversity extends to all chromosomes. Yet, its existence, importance,

and evolutionary history in other Plasmodium species remain largely unknown. In

this study, we survey and compare genomic features associated with the

mechanism to generate antigenic diversity through ectopic recombination of

subtelomeres in 19 species widely distributed in the genus Plasmodium. By

comparing these features across species using a phylogenomic framework, we

assess the existence and intensity of this mechanism, as well as propose different

hypotheses for its evolution. Our results suggest that ectopic recombination of

subtelomeres is more critical for the diversification of pir or rif/stevor genes than

other antigenic gene families. Furthermore, its intensity varies among subgenera

and was likely acquired and lost multiple times in the phylogeny of Plasmodium.

These results demonstrate, for the first time, the genomic and evolutionary

complexity of this mechanism for generating antigenic diversity in the

genus Plasmodium.
KEYWORDS

antigenic genes, chromosome maps, gene conservation profiles, subtelomeres,
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1 Introduction

The genus Plasmodium belongs to the clade Apicomplexa and

includes more than 200 species of protozoan hemoparasites that use

dipterans as vectors to infect a great diversity of vertebrate hosts.

Phylogenetic analyses of these parasites show conflicts with the

phylogeny of their hosts (Rich and Xu, 2011; Böhme et al., 2018;

Galen et al., 2018). For instance, the two most common species

infecting humans, P. falciparum and P.vivax, belong to two distinct

subgenera that infect primates, Laverania and Plasmodium,

respectively (Sharp et al., 2020). In addition to Plasmodium and

Laverania, the next most studied subgenera are Haemamoeba and

Vinckeia, which infect birds and rodents, respectively (Pacheco

et al., 2011; Perkins, 2014; Sharp et al., 2020). The most popular

proposal about the phylogenetic order of these subgenera suggests

that Haemamoeba diverges first, followed by Laverania, and finally,

by the sister clades Vinckeia and Plasmodium (Borner et al., 2016;

Galen et al., 2018; Escalante et al., 2022). However, both the root of

the species tree and the monophyly of the subgenus Plasmodium are

still a matter of debate (Rutledge et al., 2017; Böhme et al., 2018;

Galen et al., 2018).

The discordance between the phylogenies of Plasmodium

species and those of their hosts suggests that these parasites have

highly dynamic genomes and their infection mechanisms have

allowed them to frequently change and diversify their hosts (Rich

and Xu, 2011; Böhme et al., 2018; Galen et al., 2018). Hence,

comparative analyses of their genomes can reveal evolutionary

patterns such as those related to their infection mechanisms.

However, although there are more than 30 annotated genomes

and over 200 described species of Plasmodium, most molecular and

genomic studies have focused on P. falciparum due to its high

virulence, and on P. vivax due to its wide global distribution (WHO,

2014). In P. falciparum, a 23 Mb genome is organized into 14 linear

chromosomes ranging from 0.7 to 3.4 Mb (Kemp et al., 1987;

Hernández-Rivas et al., 2013), and other Plasmodium species,

mainly those infecting mammals, show similar chromosomal

organization and size (Carlton et al., 1999; Carlton et al., 2008;

Pain et al., 2008). Moreover, subtelomeres of P. falciparum were

found to be significantly less conserved than the chromosomic

internal regions, a feature that is strongly linked to its virulence

(Hernández-Rivas et al., 2013; Reed et al., 2021), which has also

been documented in P. vivax and P. knowlesi (del Portillo et al.,

2001; Pain et al., 2008). Notably, the high subtelomeric variation of

P. falciparum lies in sequences encoding virulence factors, while the

rest of the subtelomeres are composed of repeats that tend to be

conserved (Scherf et al., 2001; Hernández-Rivas et al., 2013). These

more specific details about subtelomeric structures have been less

explored in other Plasmodium species.

The importance of the chromosome structure in promoting

antigenic diversity, proposed in P. falciparum and P. vivax (del

Portillo et al., 2001; Figueiredo et al., 2002), has also been described

in other eukaryotic taxa such as excavate parasites. However, both

the mechanisms and the chromosomal regions involved are very

variable (Arkhipova and Morrison, 2001; Silva Pereira et al., 2020).
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In P. falciparum as well as in Trypanosoma cruzi, an important

mechanism for generating antigenic diversity is ectopic

recombination of subtelomeres (Freitas-Junior et al., 2000;

Ramirez, 2020). This mechanism in P. falciparum occurs through

the anchoring of chromosomes at the nuclear periphery, bringing

the subtelomeres of non-homologous chromosomes closer (Freitas-

Junior et al., 2000). Thus, subtelomeric repetitive sequences

facilitate the occurrence of gene conversion events and the

production of new gene variants (Freitas-Junior et al., 2000; Barry

et al., 2003), resulting in large antigenic gene families that tend to be

species-specific (Kooij et al., 2005; Frank et al., 2008; Otto et al.,

2018). To date, this process has not been described in T. cruzi, and

therefore, homology between their mechanisms of antigenic

diversity production cannot be assumed (Ramirez, 2020).

The evolutionary history of the mechanism of subtelomeric

ectopic recombination to generate antigenic diversity remains

unknown. However, describing the presence and intensity of this

mechanism in each species and for each antigenic gene family can

provide important clues to reconstruct such history. Intensity can

be defined as the significance of this mechanism in generating

antigenic diversity for a species, including whether it is widely

employed across all chromosomes and if most or only a few

antigenic gene families rely on it. In P. falciparum, at least three

subtelomeric multigene families have been documented, var, rif,

and stevor (Su et al., 1995; Cheng et al., 1998). A study mapping of

the phylogenomic history of genes across the chromosomes of P.

falciparum reported recombination hotspots of rif and stevor in the

subtelomeres of the 14 chromosomes, likely due to intense ectopic

recombination of subtelomeres to generate diversity in these two

gene families (Cerón-Romero et al., 2018). Other antigenic gene

families have been described in other Plasmodium species such as

vir in P. vivax (del Portillo et al., 2001; Carlton et al., 2008), sicavar

and kir in P. knowlesi (Al-Khedery et al., 1999; Janssen et al., 2004),

cir in P. chabaudi, bir in P. berghei, and yir in P. yoelii (Janssen et al.,

2002). However, the presence and intensity of ectopic

recombination of subtelomeres to generate diversity in these gene

families remain largely undetermined. Deciphering the diversifying

mechanisms for these gene families can also help to understand

their evolutionary history. For instance, it would help to resolve the

dilemma regarding the homology of the superfamily pir with rif/

stevor (Janssen et al., 2004; Cunningham et al., 2010; Harrison et al.,

2020), given that phylogenetics and sequence similarity analyses

support the homology (Janssen et al., 2004), but protein structure

analyses reject it (Harrison et al., 2020).

Given that the importance of the mechanism of ectopic

recombination of subtelomeres to generate antigenic diversity in

Plasmodium is still widely unexplored, this study aims to determine

the presence of this mechanism in 19 Plasmodium species and to

compare its intensity across their phylogeny. To achieve this, we

produced chromosome maps of gene conservation that allowed us

to identify expected genomic evidence of this mechanism, for

instance, young subtelomeric regions (i.e., containing genes that

are present in a few species) with a high density of antigenic gene

families. A higher prevalence of these features in a genome might be
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the result of more intense ectopic recombination of subtelomeres to

produce antigenic diversity. Contrasting the presence and the

importance of this mechanism across the phylogeny of

Plasmodium, we proposed hypothetical events in the evolutionary

history of this mechanism in Plasmodium parasites. The results of

this study demonstrate, for the first time, the genomic and

evolutionary complexity of this mechanism in Plasmodium.

Furthermore, they reveal that its importance, which seems to

have been acquired and lost multiple times in the history of

Plasmodium, is clade-specific, and is more closely associated with

the pir and rif/stevor genes.
2 Materials and methods

2.1 Database for
phylogenetic reconstruction

Given the contention on different aspects of the current

phylogeny of Plasmodium, especially on the root of the tree that

is critical to interpreting the directionality of the evolution of the

subgenera, we aimed to reconstruct a more robust phylogeny with a

richer database and more contrasted approaches. To achieve this, a

database of 40 complete genomes was constructed (Supplementary

Dataset 1). The sequences were obtained from PlasmoDB

(Aurrecoechea et al., 2009), PiroplasmaDB (Amos et al., 2022),

and GenBank (Benson et al., 2013). The genomes for this database

were chosen based on the quality of the sequence annotations, the

maximization of the diversity currently described for the genus, and

the keeping of a certain level of evenness across taxa. To ensure a

balance between maximizing diversity and maintaining evenness

across taxa, one to four genomes were selected per species (based on

the available isolates per species), including each described and

available subgenus of Plasmodium. Since previous studies have

shown that Plasmodium is either paraphyletic or polyphyletic

(Martinsen et al., 2008; Schaer et al., 2013; Borner et al., 2016;

Galen et al., 2018), we sought to include the sister taxa Hepatocystis

and Nycteria in the phylogenetic analysis. However, we found only

1 genome of Hepatocystis and none of Nycteria. Therefore, this

database includes 35 Plasmodium species and 1 Hepatocystis

species, a parasite of the red colobus monkey Piliocolobus

tephrosceles (Aunin et al., 2020). Plasmodium species are

distributed into four distinct subgenera (Perkins, 2014; Escalante

et al., 2022): Laverania (12), Haemamoeba (2), Plasmodium (14),

and Vinckeia (7). On the other hand, the remaining four species of

the database (i.e., Babesia bovis, Babesia bigemina, Theileria equi,

and Theileria annulata) comprised the outgroup and were chosen

based on previous phylogenetic studies about Plasmodium (Perkins

and Schall, 2002; Pick et al., 2011; Borner et al., 2016).
2.2 Reconstruction of the phylogeny
of Plasmodium

Six different phylogenetic approaches were used to reconstruct

the species tree used as a phylogenetic framework to compare
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conservation profiles among Plasmodium species. The first

approach involved using OrthoFinder v2.5.4 to identify gene

families, infer orthologs, and construct a species tree based on

those orthologs (Emms and Kelly, 2015; Emms and Kelly, 2017;

Emms and Kelly, 2018). While certain rapidly evolving regions of

the chromosomes, such as the subtelomeres, may be susceptible to

missing data due to challenges in sequencing and mapping, it is

highly unlikely that this issue will impact our analysis. This is

because we specifically chose gene families that are more

conserved and present in all taxa. Even if these gene families

happen to be subtelomeric, it should not pose a problem for

reconstructing the phylogeny, as they still need to meet our taxa

inclusion criteria.

The gene families present in all taxa were aligned with the einsi

method of MAFFT v7.505 (Katoh et al., 2005). Then, PAL2NAL

v14.0 (Suyama et al., 2006) was used to get codon alignments from

the amino acid alignments. Subsequently, the codon alignments

were used to reconstruct the phylogeny for each gene family with

IQ-TREE v1.6.9 (Nguyen et al., 2015). The parameters -B 1000 -alrt

1000 were applied to obtain branch support (i.e., UFBoot and SH-

aLRT) in all trees (Guindon et al., 2010; Hoang et al., 2018) and

ModelFinder to determine the most appropriate substitution model

for each gene family according to the BIC score (Kalyaanamoorthy

et al., 2017).

The phylogenetic gene trees obtained with IQ-TREE were used

to infer a species tree with the five remaining phylogenetic

approaches. They include a supermatrix analysis by alignment

concatenation (de Queiroz and Gatesy, 2007) and four summary

gene tree methods, three of which used multi-copy gene families as

input: ASTRAL-Pro v1.8.1.3 (Zhang et al., 2020), ASTRAL v5.7.8-

DISCO v1.3 (Willson et al., 2022), and SpeciesRax v2.0.4 (Morel

et al., 2022); and one that required single-copy gene trees: ASTRAL

v5.7.8 (Rabiee et al., 2019). For the supermatrix analysis, the

alignments of single-copy gene families were concatenated using

Mega X v10.2.6 (Stecher et al., 2020), and the resulting supermatrix

was used to infer another species tree with IQ-TREE (Nguyen et al.,

2015) using ModelFinder to determine the best-fit model according

to the BIC score (Kalyaanamoorthy et al., 2017).

The six obtained species trees were compared to each other and

against other previously published versions (e.g., Borner et al., 2016;

Galen et al., 2018; Escalante et al., 2022). To evaluate the quality of

these phylogenetic reconstructions, in addition to analyzing the

branch support of the species trees, we analyzed the median node

support values of the gene family trees used as input for the species

tree inference. Given previous evidence that the GC content on

Plasmodium genomes can affect the topology of their species tree

(Galen et al., 2018), we removed the third base position on all the

codon alignments with a custom Python script and reconstructed

another set of four species trees using ASTRAL-Pro v1.8.1.3 (Zhang

et al., 2020), ASTRAL v5.7.8 (Rabiee et al., 2019), ASTRAL v5.7.8-

DISCO v1.3 (Willson et al., 2022) and SpeciesRax v2.0.4 (Morel

et al., 2022). Finally, a majority rule consensus tree of the ten species

trees was constructed using PAUP* v4.0a168 (Swofford, 2002; full

trees in Supplementary Dataset 2) and used as the phylogenetic

framework for further analyses. All custom scripts can be found at

https://github.com/camae2246/Plasmodium_ERS_2023.git.
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2.3 Database for chromosome mapping of
gene conservation

Out of the 35 genomes of Plasmodium used for the species tree

reconstruction, 19 are reference genomes with necessary

annotations for comparing chromosomal conservation profiles.

These 19 genomes represent the four Plasmodium subgenera: 7

from Laverania, 1 from Haemamoeba, 7 from Plasmodium, and 4

from Vinckeia (Supplementary Dataset 1). The maps of gene

conservation require the assessment of conservation on every

coding gene using a diverse genome database as a reference. We

leveraged our diverse genome database with 134 species distributed

across the SAR clade (Stramenopiles, Alveolata, Rhizaria) and

Excavata (Supplementary Table S1, Supplementary Dataset 3).

Given the focus taxa of our maps (i.e., Plasmodium species), we

sampled more Alveolates (Apicomplexa, Ciliophora, and Dinozoa)

to have a higher resolution on this clade. The rest of the sampling

was evenly distributed between Stramenopila and Rhizaria, and we

also included 26 Excavata species (15 Discoba and 11

Metamonada). When selecting the genomes, we aimed to

maximize the phylogenetic diversity in every clade. For each of

the 134 species, including the Plasmodium species, we collected

their protein sequences and, whenever possible, their coding

sequences as well. All the sequences were collected from different

public databases such as PlasmoDB (Aurrecoechea et al., 2009),

ToxoDB (Harb and Roos, 2020), GenBank (Benson et al., 2013),

PiroplasmaDB (Amos et al., 2022), CryptoDB (Heiges et al., 2006),

FungiDB (Basenko et al., 2018) and TriTrypDB (Aslett et al., 2010).

Assessing gene conservation of the coding genes in each

Plasmodium species requires the reconstruction of a phylogenetic

tree per gene. To achieve this, we used the genomic database to infer

gene families and reconstructed their phylogenies using

OrthoFinder v.2.5.4 (Emms and Kelly, 2015) with the “only-trees”

configuration (-ot). Subsequently, a single-copy gene tree was

obtained for each gene tree using the -s option of DISCO v1.3

(Willson et al., 2022). The resulting single-copy gene trees were used

as input for producing the phylogenomic maps of the chromosomes

with PhyloChromoMap v1.2 (Cerón-Romero et al., 2018).
2.4 Construction of chromosome maps of
gene conservation

We used PhyloChromoMap v1.2 to construct the chromosomal

conservation profiles of the 19 Plasmodium species. Apart from the

single-copy gene trees required to run PhyloChromoMap, we also

needed to create a gene family mapping file with information from

PlasmoDB and a centromere mapping file. For the latter, we created

a custom Python script with the sliding window method to locate

centromeres as the largest chromosomal region with the highest AT

content, a feature that has been reported previously in some

Plasmodium species (Gardner et al., 2002; Hoeijmakers et al.,

2012). Furthermore, we analyzed the distribution of AT content

along the chromosomes and compared the obtained centromeric

regions with the available records in PlasmoDB.
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2.5 Identification and analysis of young
chromosomic regions

Young regions were defined as distinctive portions of the

phylogenomic chromosome maps exhibiting low gene

conservation. This is because rapidly evolving sequences are

prone to frequent rearrangements, resulting in high variability.

These young regions were determined using a custom Ruby script

and visual inspection. Using the script, we identified candidate

young regions that include a maximum of one conserved gene

(present in three or more major clades). Initially, a standard

minimum (80 kb) and maximum (200 kb) size were determined

for young regions in all species, based on what was described in P.

falciparum (Cerón-Romero et al., 2018). However, after visually

inspecting the chromosomal maps, we modified the size of some

regions located outside this range and reviewed manually each

young region to ensure the presence of species-specific (young)

genes. According to previous reports on different species of

Plasmodium, telomeric regions are too small to be considered for

this analysis (960–6700 bp; Bottius et al., 1998; Figueiredo et al.,

2002). On the other hand, there is no consensus size for the

subtelomeres. Since we were only interested in subtelomeres

undergoing ectopic recombination for the purposes of this study,

we only accounted for the young subtelomeric regions, which we

defined as continuous regions from the chromosomal end with only

species-specific genes and genes in less than three major clades.
2.6 Analysis of the distribution of
antigenic genes

We searched for antigenic genes in young regions since this is

an expected outcome of antigenic diversity production through

ectopic recombination. To accomplish this, we created Python

scripts to identify the top ten gene families per species with the

highest number of sequences in young regions and compare the

frequency of these families in subtelomeric young regions, internal

young regions, and conserved regions. As a final step, we verified if

these gene families were antigenic by using BLASTN v2.14.1+

(Zhang et al., 2000; Morgulis et al., 2008) to search for similar

sequences with antigenic properties and by reviewing the literature

on their products based on the information included in the genome

annotations (Supplementary Datasets 4, 5). Subsequently, the

antigenic genes were located on the chromosome maps to analyze

their distribution across the karyotypes (Supplementary Dataset 6).
2.7 Analysis of ectopic recombination
intensity to generate antigenic diversity

Based on the identified young regions and antigenic genes, we

established criteria to classify species according to their signals of

intensity in antigenic diversity production through ectopic

recombination of subtelomeres (Supplementary Table S2). These

criteria, together with the presence of antigenic sequences (≥3) in
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young regions, allowed us to determine candidate regions to

undergo ectopic recombination to generate antigenic diversity

(hereinafter referred to as “CERAD regions”). Then, we

contrasted this information with the inferred consensus species

tree to find patterns of evolution of this mechanism of antigenic

diversity production in the evolutionary history of Plasmodium.
2.8 Statistical analysis

We assessed various traits for each species, including features of

the gene conservation profiles, the distribution of antigenic genes,

and the presence of CERAD regions along the chromosomes based

on our observations in the chromosome maps. To estimate

statistically significant differences among the subgenera

(Plasmodium, Vinckeia, and Laverania), Welch’s test (Welch,

1947) was used after confirming the assumption of normality

(Shapiro Wilk’s test for small sample sizes; Shapiro and Wilk,

1965), irrespective of homoscedasticity (Zimmerman, 2004).

When the data did not follow a normal distribution, we used the

Mann-Whitney U test (Mann and Whitney, 1947) after evaluating

the homogeneity of variances with Levene’s test (Levene, 1960). All

pairwise comparison tests were performed as one-tailed tests to

determine which group had a significantly higher/lower value for

each trait than another group. A p-value < 0.05 was considered

statistically significant. We used R software (R Core Team, 2022) to

conduct the statistical analyses.
3 Results

3.1 Phylogenetic reconstruction
of Plasmodium

OrthoFinder detected 7,415 gene families, of which 823 are

present in all taxa and generated an alignment and a phylogenetic

tree. Of these 823 gene families, 597 are single-copy and 226 are

multi-copy. Laverania, Vinckeia, and Plasmodium have a mean

ratio of 1.132, 1.136, and 1.132 sequences per gene family

respectively, and Haemamoeba (P. relictum) has 1.075 sequences

per gene family. The quality of the 823 phylogenetic trees generated

with IQ-TREE was good since 99% of the gene families had a

median bootstrap (UFBoot) value between 80 and 100.

Phylogenomic analysis of Plasmodium showed a highly

consistent topology among the species tree reconstruction

approaches (normalized consensus fork = 1.0; Figures 1C-G) and

suggests that the subgenus Plasmodium is a non-monophyletic

group (Figure 1A). Only the tree generated by OrthoFinder shows

Plasmodium as a monophyletic group but with low branch support

(<0.50, Figure 1B). In contrast, the remaining five trees showed

Plasmodium as non-monophyletic and at the base of the tree, with

high branch support (>0.80, Figures 1C-G). This topology also has

important implications forHepatocystis and Vinckeia, which appear

in the early bifurcations of the OrthoFinder tree (Figure 1B), but

share a most recent common ancestor and form the sister clade of

Laverania-Haemamoeba in the other five phylogenetic trees
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(Figures 1C-G). Finally, although the monophyly of Plasmodium

is not supported by these results, seven of its taxa (P. coatneyi, P.

inui, P. fragile, P. knowlesi, P. cynomolgi, P. vivax and P. vivax-like)

form a recurrent monophyletic clade in the species trees, except in

the tree generated by the supermatrix method (Figure 1G).

Removing the third base of the codons, generated the same major

result: the subgenus Plasmodium as non-monophyletic and at the

base of the tree. The only notable difference is in the monophyletic

subgroup inside the subgenus Plasmodium, which also contains P.

gonderi in the trees generated with the codon alignments without

the third base (Supplementary Figure S1).
3.2 Gene conservation profiles

OrthoFinder generated 63,661 multi-copy gene trees, and these

were subsequently used by DISCO to create a database consisting of

31,260 single-copy gene trees. To achieve this, DISCO decomposed

the multi-copy gene trees by choosing only one leaf per species in

each gene tree. Therefore, the 32,401 gene trees that were discarded

by DISCO were those that finished with less than 4 taxa after the

decomposition and could not produce a gene tree (Supplementary

Figure S2). This reduction of the gene tree database did not have a

significant impact on further analyses because the ratio of number

of trees per species remained high: Apicomplexa 98%, Other

alveolates 72%, Stramenopila 94%, Rhizaria 90%, Discoba 91%,

and Metamonada 77% (Supplementary Figure S2). Overall, between

25-50% of their phylogenetic trees were discarded for less than 13%

of the species, and between 40-50% of the gene families were

discarded for less than 5% of the species. Moreover, the missing

(discarded) genes in the conservation maps would also be

interpreted as young. Finally, for the construction of the

phylogenetic maps, a centromere was detected in all

chromosomes of each species except for chromosome 2 of P.

cynomolgi and P. coatneyi, chromosome 12 of P. relictum, and

chromosomes 2 and 6 of P. vivax-like.

Phylogenetic chromosome maps showed that Vinckeia exhibits

a significantly different gene conservation pattern compared to

Plasmodium and Laverania (Figures 2A-C). This pattern was

characterized by young subtelomeres at almost all chromosome

ends, and a few young internal regions, which do not exceed 85 kb.

Accordingly, the proportion of young subtelomeres in Vinckeia is

significantly higher than in Laverania (One-tailed Wilcoxon-

Mann-Whitney, W = 25, p = 0.0224) and Plasmodium (One-

tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, W = 25, p = 0.0182). Likewise,

the proportion of chromosomes with young internal regions and

the average size of these regions was significantly lower in Vinckeia

than in Laverania (One-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, W = 4.5,

p = 0.0401; One-tailed Welch, t = -4.4409, p = 0.0012, respectively),

and Plasmodium (One-tailed Welch, t = -3.3365, p = 0.0054; One-

tailed Welch, t = -2.3642, p = 0.0225, respectively). Unlike Vinckeia,

the subgenus Plasmodium showed high chromosomal structural

variation among its species, even in those that are part of its

monophyletic clade, and Laverania exhibited an intermediate

pattern of variation compared to what was observed in Vinckeia

and Plasmodium (Figure 2D). On the other hand, Haemamoeba (P.
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relictum) exhibits less than 20% of chromosome ends as young

subtelomeres and less than 25% of chromosomes with young

internal regions whose size is less than 85 kb (Figures 2A-C). The

results of all statistical tests were summarized in the Supplementary

Tables S3-5.
3.3 Distribution of antigenic gene families

The search for the ten predominant gene families in young

regions per species resulted in a total of 133 gene families

(Supplementary Dataset 5). In this process, P. relictum was the

only species with less than ten families found (Figure 3A). Out of

the total number of gene families obtained, 11 were excluded from the
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analysis because BLAST searches of these sequences do not retrieve

an implicit antigenic gene and it was not possible to verify whether

they were antigenic based on the genome annotations or the reviewed

literature on their products. In addition, 14 gene families were

classified as candidate antigenic gene families since their sequences

seem to play a key role in the virulence of these parasites, but their

antigenic role could not be confirmed. Following this classification,

most of the gene families per species (>80%; Supplementary Dataset

4) were suitable for the analysis of distribution on the chromosome

maps, except in Haemamoeba (P. relictum) where 57% of its gene

families were discarded (Figure 3A).

The distribution of antigenic genes on chromosome maps

(Figure 4; complete maps per species in Supplementary Dataset 6)

revealed that these genes tend to prefer subtelomeric regions
B C

D E

F G

A

FIGURE 1

Phylogenetic reconstruction of the genus Plasmodium. (A) Majority-rule (50%) consensus tree generated with PAUP*, suggesting that the subgenus
Plasmodium is not monophyletic. The proportion of sequences per gene family obtained with OrthoFinder, used in PhyloChromoMap, is shown next
to each species. (B) OrthoFinder, (C) ASTRAL-Pro, (D) ASTRAL, (E) ASTRAL-DISCO, (F) SpeciesRax, (G) Supermatrix-(IQ-TREE). Red branches indicate
low statistical support: Consensus (<70%), OrthoFinder (STAG consensus <70%), SpeciesRax (EQPIC<0,2). For the ASTRAL-Pro, ASTRAL, and ASTRAL-
DISCO trees, all branches showed 100% support (LPP), except between P. falciparum strains 3D7 and TG01 (LPP=95-97%). All the branches in the
supermatrix tree showed high support (SH-aLRT≥99%, UFBoot≥90%). The methods ASTRAL-Pro, ASTRAL, ASTRAL-DISCO, and SpeciesRax, were
repeated with alignments with the third base of the codons removed with the results only showing one notable change: P. gonderi as part of the
monophyletic subgroup of Plasmodium. A complementary figure with these last four trees can be found in Supplementary Figure S1. Complete trees
can be found in the Supplementary Dataset 2. The ten species trees were used for the consensus tree. B bigemina, B bovis, T. annulata, and T. equi
were used as an outgroup to estimate the root of the trees. (*) = Species whose gene conservation profile was analyzed. Plasmodium NM, non-
monophyletic (all species); Plasmodium M, monophyletic (monophyletic subgroup excluding P. gonderi, P. ovale and P. malariae).
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(Figure 3B). Vinckeia species exhibit the highest averages (>85%) of

the number of sequences per gene family in subtelomeric young

regions, and thus, a low variation is observed in the distribution of

this trait. As a result, this subgenus exhibits a significantly higher

average of this trait than Plasmodium (One-tailedWelch, t = 2.0581,

p = 0.0394) and Laverania (One-tailed Welch, t = 2.1049, p =

0.0323). In contrast, Plasmodium is the subgenus (even when

evaluating only its monophyletic subgroup) that shows the

highest variation in the averages of the number of sequences per

gene family in the different chromosomal regions, while Laverania

presents an intermediate pattern of variation (Figure 3B). In the

case of Haemamoeba (P. relictum), there is no clear location

preference in the few antigenic genes detected (Supplementary

Dataset 4).

All Plasmodium and Vinckeia species sampled presented pir

genes, while 86% of Laverania species exhibited rif/stevor genes.

When analyzing the distribution of sequences from these families, it

was found that they tend to be located preferentially in the

subtelomeres (Figure 3C). This preference is most evident in

Vinckeia where all the species exhibit a consistent pattern of

having pir sequences in subtelomeric regions. In contrast,

Plasmodium shows a high variation in the average percentage of
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pir sequences in each chromosomal region, and Laverania shows an

intermediate variation for its rif/stevor sequences.
3.4 Intensity of ectopic recombination of
subtelomeres to produce
antigenic diversity

Analysis of CERAD region distribution shows a tendency to

concentrate these regions in the subtelomeres, and not in internal

regions, in Vinckeia, Laverania, and Plasmodium (Figure 5). This

tendency is less clear in Laverania than in Vinckeia, and even less

clear in Plasmodium (the complete group and the monophyletic

subgroup) where there is a high variation of this pattern among its

species. Accordingly, Vinckeia showed a higher distribution of

CERAD regions in subtelomeres (Figure 5A) than Laverania

(One-tailed Welch, t = 3.0488, p = 0.0069), Plasmodium (One-

tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, W = 25, p = 0.0224), and even the

monophyletic subgroup of Plasmodium (One-tailed Welch, t =

2.3540, p = 0.0299); and a significantly lower distribution of the

percentage of chromosomes with internal CERAD regions

(Figure 5B) than Laverania (One-tailed Welch, t = -2.3959, p =
B C

D

A

FIGURE 2

Comparison of features derived from gene conservation profiles among Plasmodium subgenera. (A) Percentage of young subtelomeres. Vinckeia
shows a significantly higher percentage than Laverania (One-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, W = 25, p = 0.0224) and Plasmodium (One-tailed
Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, W = 25, p = 0.0182). (B) Percentage of chromosomes with young internal regions. Vinckeia shows significantly lower
values than Laverania (One-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, W = 4.5, p = 0.0401) and Plasmodium (One-tailed Welch, t = -3.3365, p = 0.0054). (C)
Average size of young internal regions (kb). Vinckeia shows significantly smaller values than Laverania (One-tailed Welch, t = -4.4409, p = 0.0012)
and Plasmodium (One-tailed Welch, t = -2.3642, p = 0.0225). (D) Features with higher variation in Plasmodium than in Vinckeia and Laverania,
where even the monophyletic clade of Plasmodium shows a higher variation. Plasmodium NM, non-monophyletic (all species); Plasmodium M,
monophyletic (monophyletic subgroup).
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0.0202). On the other hand, no CERAD regions were detected in P.

relictum (Haemamoeba) considering the low number of antigenic

genes and the minority of young regions found.

The evaluation of the intensity of ectopic recombination to

produce antigenic diversity across the phylogeny shows a greater

intensity of this mechanism in Vinckeia, an intermediate intensity

in Laverania, high variation in Plasmodium, and zero intensity in

Haemamoeba (Figure 6A). These results are consistent with the

presence of antigenic genes (Figure 6B), particularly pir/rif/stevor

(Figure 6C), and the distribution of CERAD regions on the

chromosomes (Figures 6D, E). Taken together, these features

mark a distinct pattern in each subgenus. In Vinckeia, this

pattern is characterized by a high intensity of this mechanism to

produce antigenic diversity, an accumulation of CERAD regions in

subtelomeres rather than in internal parts of the chromosomes, and

a high number of pir genes. Meanwhile, in Laverania, an

intermediate level of this mechanism is observed, which gradually

increases as it approaches the clade of P. falciparum and P.

praefalciparum, occurring in conjunction with the increase in the

percentage of CERAD regions and the number of rif/stevor genes.

On the other hand, Plasmodium exhibits abrupt changes in the

intensity levels of the mechanism and other evaluated features,

reflecting the high variation that characterizes this subgenus, which

is also evident in its monophyletic subgroup. Additionally, a
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hundred comparisons across equally sized subsamples of

Plasmodium, Laverania, and Vinckeia (n=4) consistently reveal

the same patterns among clades, indicating that these

observations are not influenced by clade size differences

(Supplementary Dataset 7).
4 Discussion

This study presents, for the first time, a distribution of the

mechanism to generate antigenic diversity through ectopic

recombination of subtelomeres in the genus Plasmodium,

represented by 19 species distributed among the subgenera

Plasmodium, Vinckeia, Laverania and Haemamoeba. This

mechanism, previously described only in P. falciparum, occurs

after chromosome ends anchor in clusters near the nuclear

periphery (Freitas-Junior et al., 2000) and can be inferred by

analyzing the distribution of associated genomic features, such as

the presence of young subtelomeres and antigenic genes

concentrated towards the subtelomeres (Cerón-Romero et al.,

2018). We applied this approach to 19 species of Plasmodium

(Figure 6). Furthermore, contrasting the presence of the

associated genomic features with the phylogeny of the group

allowed us to establish hypotheses about the origin and evolution
B C

A

FIGURE 3

Analysis of the distribution of antigenic genes on chromosomes. (A) Classification of predominant genes in young regions according to the literature
(Supplementary Dataset 5). (B) Average percentage of sequences per antigenic gene family in each chromosome region. Genes in Vinckeia exhibited
a significantly higher percentage of subtelomeric sequences compared to Plasmodium (One-tailed Welch, t = 2.0581, p = 0.0394) and Laverania
(One-tailed Welch, t = 2.1049, p = 0.0323). (C) Average percentage of sequences per pir/rif/stevor gene family (pir in Vinckeia and Plasmodium, rif/
stevor in Laverania) in each chromosome region. A higher percentage of the sequences of these genes tend to locate preferentially in subtelomeric
young regions. Plasmodium NM, non-monophyletic (all species); Plasmodium M, monophyletic (monophyletic subgroup).
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of this molecular mechanism to generate antigenic diversity in the

evolutionary history of Plasmodium. Based on this, the results of

this work provide three important findings: 1) The phylogeny of

Plasmodium does not support the subgenus Plasmodium as

monophyletic; 2) Regardless of the discordance of the phylogeny

in this study and others previously published (Galen et al., 2018;

Pacheco et al., 2018; Escalante et al., 2022), Vinckeia shows a

consistent pattern of high levels of intensity of this molecular

mechanism in all its species, whereas Laverania exhibits a pattern

of intermediate intensity and Plasmodium shows a high variation in

intensity levels; 3) This molecular mechanism has been

evolutionarily more associated with pir and rif/stevor genes, which

fuels the debate about the homology of these gene families

(Cunningham et al., 2010; Harrison et al., 2020).
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The phylogeny of Plasmodium reconstructed in this study

(Figure 1) contrasts with the most widely accepted proposal, in

which the subgenus Plasmodium is monophyletic, and avian and

reptilian parasites diverge first (i.e., closer to the root). However, it is

important to keep in mind that this proposal arose from early

studies based on analyses with mitochondrial DNA and/or few

nuclear loci (Escalante et al., 1998; Perkins and Schall, 2002;

Hayakawa et al., 2008; Martinsen et al., 2008; Krief et al., 2010).

More recent studies with genomic data have reported mixed results.

Some studies support the monophyly of Plasmodium (Pacheco

et al., 2011; Loy et al., 2017; Pacheco et al., 2018; Escalante et al.,

2022), while others reject it (Rutledge et al., 2017; Böhme et al.,

2018). On the other hand, the pattern observed in this study with

the subgenus Plasmodium at the base of the phylogeny was also
FIGURE 4

Examples of chromosome maps showing the gene conservation profile, presence of young regions, and distribution of antigenic genes in ten
Plasmodium species distributed in Plasmodium, Vinckeia, Laverania, and Haemamoeba. Black lines represent chromosomes and bars above reflect
levels of conservation, with dashed boxes around “young” regions. Detected centromeres are indicated by a red circle. Above the black line, the first
row (NC) indicates genes whose phylogenetic trees do not meet the criteria of having more than ten taxa. The remaining rows (bottom to top) are
heatmaps reflecting the proportion of lineages of Apicomplexa (Ap), Other Alveolates (Oa), Stramenopila (St), Rhizaria (Rh), Discoba (Ds), and
Metamonada (Me) that contain the indicated gene. Lines below the chromosomes show the location of sequences belonging to antigenic gene
families (black) or candidate antigenic gene families (blue), one per row, found in each species. Plasmodium NM, non-monophyletic (all species);
Plasmodium M, monophyletic (monophyletic subgroup). The complete chromosome maps of the 19 Plasmodium species can be found at
Supplementary Dataset 6.
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obtained in a recent study, but it was explained as a phylogenetic

artifact caused by the attraction between this subgenus and the

outgroup due to their similarity in GC content (Galen et al., 2018).

Although we saw significant differences in GC content among

groups (Kruskal-Wallis, chi-squared = 29.454, df = 3, p-value =

1.798e-06), our results demonstrated that removing the third base

of the codons in the alignments, a proxy to reduce base composition

bias, did not affect the major finding of the phylogenetic analysis -

the sugbenus Plasmodium as the earliest divergent and non-

monophyletic group.

The lack of consensus among phylogenetic studies may be

largely due to differences in database size (genes and species)

(Martinsen et al., 2008; Krief et al., 2010; Galen et al., 2018;

Pacheco et al., 2018), the lack of comparison between different

phylogenetic approaches (Martinsen et al., 2008; Pacheco et al.,

2011; Pick et al., 2011), and the assumption of a root for the

phylogeny instead of inferring it (Pacheco et al., 2011; Escalante

et al., 2022). Considering the above, the phylogenetic analysis

performed in this study is the most robust to date. However,

future efforts that provide more data from taxa related to

Haemamoeba, P. ovale, and P. malariae, and their inclusion in

phylogenetic studies can have important changes in the topology of

this species tree. Therefore, the interpretations made for the rest of

the analyses were done considering different evolutionary scenarios
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(e.g., the subgenus Plasmodium as a monophyletic and non-

monophyletic group).

Ectopic recombination of subtelomeres to produce antigenic

diversity shows different levels of significance in Vinckeia,

Laverania, Haemamoeba, and Plasmodium, proving to be clade-

specific. Our results demonstrate that Vinckeia is the subgenus with

the most uniform pattern among species (Figures 2–6),

characterized by the presence of ectopic recombination of

subtelomeres at high levels, suggesting that this feature may have

been crucial for the evolution of this group. In contrast, this

mechanism seems to be important in Laverania but no more so

than in Vinckeia (intermediate intensity) and its importance

increases as one progresses toward the clade of P. falciparum and

P. praefalciparum (Figure 6). Consistent with this intermediate

intensity in Laverania and in contrast to what was observed in

Vinckeia, the results suggest that in some cases, internal

chromosomal regions of Laverania may ectopically recombine

with the subtelomeres, as has been proposed for the var genes of

P. falciparum (Marty et al., 2006; Claessens et al., 2014). In the case

of P. relictum (Haemamoeba), this mechanism does not seem to be

important to generate antigenic diversity (Figures 4, 6,

Supplementary Dataset 6). If present, this mechanism could have

acquired another function, and antigenic diversity is then promoted

by other means (Pain et al., 2008; Zhang et al., 2019). On the other
B

A

FIGURE 5

Analysis of presence of chromosomal CERAD regions. (A) Percentage of subtelomeric CERAD regions. Vinckeia has significantly higher percentages
than Laverania (One-tailed Welch, t = 3.0488, p = 0.0069), Plasmodium NM (One-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, W = 25, p = 0.0224), and
Plasmodium M (One-tailed Welch, t = 2.3540, p = 0.0299). (B) Percentage of chromosomes with internal CERAD regions. Vinckeia has significantly
lower percentages than Laverania (One-tailed Welch, t = -2.3959, p = 0.0202). CERAD regions, Candidate regions to undergo Ectopic
Recombination to generate Antigenic Diversity; Plasmodium NM, non-monophyletic (all species); Plasmodium M, monophyletic
(monophyletic subgroup).
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hand, the subgenus Plasmodium exhibits a high variation among its

species, even within its monophyletic clade. This variation suggests

that this mechanism is important only for half of its species

(Figure 6A) and implies that its significance was either lost or

acquired multiple times independently within this subgenus.

Considering the differences among the subgenera in their

patterns of intensity of ectopic recombination to generate

antigenic diversity, we can propose different evolutionary

scenarios to explain the significance of this mechanism for each

of them. Based on our consensus phylogeny (Figure 1A), we can

infer that this mechanism emerged and gained importance

independently on several occasions in Plasmodium, whereas two

scenarios may have occurred in the Vinckeia-Laverania-

Haemamoeba clade. The first scenario is an independent

acquisition in the ancestors of Vinckeia and Laverania, with

different levels of importance in both clades. The other scenario is

the acquisition of this mechanism in the ancestor of the Vinckeia-

Laverania-Haemamoeba clade, with an independent loss in

Haemamoeba (P. relictum) and one Laverania species (P. gaboni).

The likelihood of both scenarios depends largely on whether future

studies provide evidence of this mechanism in other Haemamoeba

species. On the other hand, according to the phylogeny with avian

clades as the first divergent groups (Galen et al., 2018; Escalante

et al., 2022), the most parsimonious scenario is that this trait

appeared after the divergence of the avian groups, with different

consequences for each clade: intermediate and gradual importance
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in Laverania, absolute importance in Vinckeia, and independent

losses in Plasmodium. However, if other Haemamoeba species have

this trait, it is also possible that it is an ancestral trait of the four

subgenera with multiple independent losses.

The mechanism of ectopic recombination of subtelomeres is more

linked to the generation of diversity of the pir and rif/stevor gene

families than to other gene families, reigniting the debate over whether

these families are part of the same superfamily (Cunningham et al.,

2010). Although studies based on the comparison of their protein

structures, which are more conserved and useful to detect homology

than sequences, have determined significant differences between pir

and rif/stevor (Harrison et al., 2020), the values to establish significant

differences can be arbitrary and debatable, especially when talking

about proteins with a high evolutionary rate (Hernandez-Rivas et al.,

1996; Rich and Ayala, 2000; Claessens et al., 2014). In fact, according to

our analysis, rif and pir are among the most recombinant gene families

(Supplementary Dataset 4). Therefore, our results suggest one more

feature in common between these families that may contribute to

future studies aiming to establish homology among them. Likewise,

further studies clarifying whether there is homology between these gene

families would also be useful to establish whether the association

between the mechanism of ectopic recombination of subtelomeres

and the diversity of these antigenic gene families is of ancestral nature.

In conclusion, we can infer from this study that ectopic

recombination of subtelomeres is the primary mechanism for

generating diversity in pir and rif/stevor genes, which explains the
B C D E

A

FIGURE 6

Comparison of genomic features associated with ectopic recombination of subtelomeres to generate antigenic diversity in Plasmodium species. (A)
Intensity levels of ectopic recombination to produce antigenic diversity placed in the phylogeny of Plasmodium. (B) Number of antigenic sequences
in each chromosomal region. (C) Number of pir/rif/stevor sequences (pir in Vinckeia and Plasmodium, rif/stevor in Laverania) in each chromosomal
region. (D) Number of CERAD subtelomeres per species. Vinckeia exhibits a significantly higher number of CERAD subtelomeric regions than
Laverania (One-tailed Welch, t = 3.0488, p = 0.0069) and Plasmodium (One-tailed Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney, W = 25, p = 0.0224). (E) Number of
chromosomes with internal CERAD regions per species. Vinckeia has a significantly lower number of chromosomes with internal CERAD regions
than Laverania (One-tailed Welch, t = -2.3959, p = 0.0202). CERAD regions, Candidate regions to undergo Ectopic Recombination to generate
Antigenic Diversity; Plasmodium NM, non-monophyletic (all species); Plasmodium M, monophyletic (monophyletic subgroup).
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difference in the intensity of this mechanism among different clades

of Plasmodium and suggests that other gene families probably

prefer alternative mechanisms to generate antigenic diversity.

However, it is important to mention some of the limitations that

we encountered during the execution of the analyses. For example,

although this study improves several aspects of previous

phylogenetic studies, the available genomic sequences for some

groups in Plasmodium, especially Haemamoeba, are still very

scarce. Future efforts to sequence more of those taxa and include

them in phylogenetic studies could alter the phylogenetic topology

proposed here. Anticipating this limitation, the evolutionary

scenarios we discussed also consider alternate phylogenetic

topologies. Moreover, complementary studies on how some of the

genomic features analyzed here vary with traits of the immune

system of the hosts and vectors can offer valuable insights to

understand further the evolutionary history of this molecular

mechanism in Plasmodium. Finally, it is worth noting that the

inferences we made here about the presence of this molecular

mechanism depend on its expected consequences in the genome,

such as the presence of subtelomeric young regions with a high

density of antigenic genes. Therefore, future studies focused on

analyzing the presence of the protein machinery, still unknown,

involved in this process at the cellular level (Figueiredo and Scherf,

2005; Hernández-Rivas et al., 2013), would be crucial to validate the

propositions presented in this study.
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